
ON TAP

BEND BREWING TROPIC PINES JUICY IPA

IPA, 6.5%, 65 IBU $5 (16 oz)

This "new classic" IPA combines tropical Mosaic and piney Simcoe hops 
and Golden Promise and Munich malts to create something tropical, 
piney, and delicious.

BONEYARD BEER RPM IPA

IPA, 6.5%, 50 IBU $5 (16 oz)

Oregon's top-selling craft beer, RPM IPA is brewed using six (6) different 
Northwest hop varieties.  Focuses on hoppiness over bitterness.  Golden 
to copper with a complex malt profile.

SILVER MOON BREWING IPA 97

IPA, 7.0%, 75 IBU $5 (16 oz)

Our flagship IPA uses only the most popular Northwest hops.  Medium- 
bodied, balanced, and deep gold, IPA 97 hits you with bold tropical fruit 
flavors and a light pine aroma.

10 BARREL BREWING SMASH PASSIONFRUIT ALE

Wheat Ale, 4.7%, 0 IBU $5 (16 oz)

This infusion of fresh passionfruit combined with a light wheat ale 
creates a unique and refreshing beer bursting with tropical fruit aromas 
and flavors.

SILVER MOON BREWING SMB ALE

Golden Ale, 4.7%, 20 IBU $5 (16 oz)

Crisp and light, this classic golden ale is kissed with a touch of citrus and 
a hint of hop but neither dominate the subtle grain flavor.  Balanced and 
smooth.

DESCHUTES BREWERY BLACK BUTTE PORTER

Porter, 5.2%, 30 IBU $5 (16 oz)

Dark and distinctive, the rich, luscious creaminess complements 
chocolate and coffee notes and a roasted finish.  Full of flavor, yet easy 
to drink.

AVID CIDER ORGANIC DRY CIDER

Apple Cider, 5.8% $6 (16 oz)

This bold and natural, organic apple blend balances sweetness, 
tartness, and dryness.  The fruit forward aroma and taste and clean 
finish is a celebration of the Northwest.

BUENA BUCHA LEMON-STRAWBERRY DELIGHT

Kombucha $5 (16 oz)

This bold and natural, organic apple blend balances sweetness, 
tartness, and dryness.  The fruit forward aroma and taste and clean 
finish is a celebration of the Northwest.

CANS

10 BARREL BREWING PUB BEER

Lager, 5.0%, 18 IBU

$3 (16 oz)

SILVER MOON SALTY BOG

Gose/Sour, 4.0%, 5 IBU

$3 (12 oz)

BUENA BUCHA BLANGO (BLOOD ORANGE MANGO)

Kombucha

$4 (12 oz)

TRULY

Hard Seltzer, 5.0%

$3 (12 oz)

RED BULL

Energy Drink

$3 (12 oz)

SPARKLING WATER

Assorted Flavors

$1 (12 oz)

GROWLERS

Beer………………………………………………………$15 (64 oz)

Cider……………………………………………………...$18 (64 oz)
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